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The Gospel: A Basis for Certainty

	Author
	






	Alycia Wood

	Date published
	


	Dec 22, 2017


			The gospel in my context means the life, purpose and teachings of Jesus explained in many ways.
		Read more 
Article
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Lent: Secret yet Seen

	Author
	




	Claudia Rossetto

	Date published
	


	Mar 6, 2019


			Lent is not a season to wallow in guilt but to examine our motives and aim to return to an undivided love for God.
		Read more 
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Considerations to Missionary Care

	Author
	




	John Hall

	Date published
	


	Feb 3, 2022


			Missionary care extends beyond the individual and should take into consideration who the missionary is connected to and factor in the journey of life.
		Read more 
Article
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A Letter from BC Christian Leaders

	Author
	




	John Hall

	Date published
	


	Apr 8, 2020


			Let us all join together asking for the grace and peace of our God, all who are sorely tried by the COVID-19 pandemic.
		Read more 
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When a Muslim Dreams of a Missionary

	Author
	





	Bethany DuVal

	Date published
	


	Oct 7, 2021


			With crushing debt, a dying mother and a looming prison sentence, Murad was in desperate need of a miracle. Then, he dreamed of a missionary.
		Read more 
Devotional
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Building in Love

	Author
	




	Nancy See

	Date published
	


	Jan 24, 2023


			When we put ourselves above others in the name of competition and to get ahead or to gain recognition, it is against God's design.
		Read more 
Mission Resource
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Brigada: collection of web- and email-based resources

	Author
	




	John Hall

	Date published
	


	Sep 4, 2018


			Brigada provides web- and email-based resources, mission trends, motivation, strategy tips, and more
		Read more 
Devotional
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Love Your Enemies

	Author
	




	John Hall

	Date published
	


	Jan 25, 2022


			If you have an enemy in your life, if someone hates you, consider how Jesus is asking you to go to them? Hearing and obeying requires embodied action.
		Read more 
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